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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Purpose

Today in Taiwan it is a rare discussion of English language teaching problems that fails to make reference to the views of descriptive linguistics, but the fact is that classrooms are still manned largely by Chinese teachers of English who do not have access to the benefits of applied linguistics, and whose own proficiency in the language is not perfect. This is the case in the school operated by my family in the southern part of Taiwan. Our school has about 2,500 students at the junior and senior high school level and is oriented to the commercial curriculum and business training. Five hours per week instruction in English is compulsory for all students, in line with national requirements for accreditation. There is a great problem for our teachers to help students pronounce English sounds with anything like intelligibility, when even they themselves have trouble producing them adequately.

There has been a good deal of work in contrastive analysis of English and Mandarin, and of English and Formosan, but it is scattered in the literature and largely unavailable to high school teachers such as those in my family's school. There is a need for a practical review of English phonology, then, for the junior and senior high school teacher in Taiwan who has both speakers of Mandarin and speakers of Formosan as students in classes in English. This report is an attempt to collect and synthesize some of the otherwise atomistically distributed information on dealing with problems in pronunciation of English encountered by both Mandarin and Formosan speakers, for the convenience of junior and senior high school teachers in Taiwan. If this review is also useful to other students and teachers at other levels and
in other places, so much the better, but it is the Chinese teacher of English in the high school in Taiwan that we have specifically in mind and to whom this report is specifically addressed.

Though consideration is given to such other aspects of phonology as vowels and intonation as they come to bear on the realization of consonants, primary attention is given here to the consonants. This limitation is largely arbitrary, occasioned by considerations of scope. A review of other aspects of phonology is certainly needed, but is not possible to include here.

1.2. Review of Literature

Since World War Two the teaching and learning of English has developed as a popular business in every corner of the world and many linguists have given much attention to the linguistic problems in teaching and learning English phonology. We can find many books concerned with the contrastive analysis approach to the teaching of English phonology which are very useful to this report. Some important ones are as follows:

1.2.1. Studies of English Linguistics and Phonology

Bloomfield (1933) in his major work states that the first step in the description of a language is phonology. He views vowels and consonants as primary phonemes, stress and pitch as secondary phonemes. In chapter five Bloomfield describes the English consonants comparing them with consonants of some European languages from the view point of articulatory differences. Trager and Smith (1957) represent in many ways the linguistic developments since Bloomfield. They set up an analysis of the sound system of American English including stress, pitch, and juncture. They deal with consonants and consonant clusters in page twenty-nine through thirty-five. Their widely accepted analysis of English providing a stable phonemic system accounting for
all speakers rather than the one idiolect being described. This analysis rapidly came to be widely accepted and used among linguists in America. This is one of the reasons why this report uses Trager and Smith's phonemic transcription in the study of consonants. Gleason (1961) provides a general view of descriptive linguistics. In chapter two Gleason follows Trager and Smith's English phonemic transcription in describing English consonants. Daniel Jones (1956) presents clear statements about how to make each English consonant and vowel with detailed diagrams. He uses IPA in his study and description of the southern British English sound system. He also points out the difficulties of pronunciation for learners but it is limited to the speakers of some European languages only. Hill (1958) in chapter three of his work states that the differences between vowels and consonants rest not on their phonetic quality but on their differing distribution. Hill, following Trager and Smith's phonemic transcription, makes structural statements about consonants and vowels in different positions. In chapter two Francis (1958) describes the English phonological system. He presents thirty-two consonantal sounds of common occurrence in American English and states how each consonant is formed together with its distribution in detailed explanations. Bronstein (1960) in chapter two of his work details consonants, vowels, and complex consonants and vowel clusters of American English. The formation and acoustic values of these sounds, and their modifications and variations in the stream of speech, are presented. Wise (1960) provides diagrams to illustrate consonant and vowel systems for articulatory training of students in English. Lado and Fries (1958) provide a description of the English sound system. They present articulatory diagrams and exercises following each lesson for students to practice. Davidsen-Nielsen (1969) discuss the phonemic and phonetic characteristics of stop consonants in English after initial /s/ with reference to
the related aspiration, voicing, and force of articulation. Pike (1947) in
his work provides clear statements of field work in contrastive analysis of
two languages. His method for the discovery of the phonemic units is to
record the phonetic data, to make a phonetic chart, and to list suspicious
and nonsuspicious pairs of sounds. The procedures Pike presents are basically
adopted for this report.

1.2.2. Studies in Mandarin and in contrastive analysis of English and
Mandarin

Yuen-REN Chao (1948) discusses the dialects of Chinese. He observes
that Mandarin dialects differ in three main respects: pronunciation, vocab-
ulary, and grammar. However his phonemic chart is written for his own dialect
which is not pure Mandarin. This is why the writer will not refer to him in
this report. Raymond Huang (1969) provides Mandarin Chinese pronunciation
explained with diagrams. It is based on phonetic and contrastive analysis
for the teaching of Mandarin pronunciation to the speakers of English, but he
does not present his contrast between Mandarin and English sound systems.
Chong-Sun Na (1968) presents a textbook approved by the nationalist Chinese
government which is currently used in high schools in Taiwan. It has clear
statements of how to make each standard Mandarin Chinese sound with detailed
explanations and examples. The phonetic transcription used there was trans-
lated from Chinese to English by the writer for the purpose of this report.

Helen Wong (1953) attempts to analyze the phonemes of spoken Mandarin Chinese
in terms of distinctive features. Fries and Shen (1948) point out the prob-
lems of English pronunciation for speakers of Mandarin and provide a good
number of practical and valuable drills for Mandarin Chinese speakers to
correct their pronunciation. Some of the drills are included in this report.
However Fries and Shen do not discuss in detail the cause and nature of each
difficulty for Mandarin speakers in learning English pronunciation.

1.2.3. Studies in Formosan

Saunders (1963) points out some of the problems of Taiwanese in learning English sounds. His work is limited but it is still a good reference for Formosans when learning English pronunciation. Y.T. Wang (1957) presents a phonemic view of the Formosan sound system. His work is regarded as the first book on the Formosan dialect and it has been used extensively by many researchers, but his work is limited to the northern part of Taiwan. Alice Chang (1967) points out the difficulty of Formosans in producing the English sound system. Her work is also limited to the small area of north Taiwan.

From the difficulties I had in finding good sources for the study of Formosan dialect, it is clear that further study on the Formosan dialect is needed.

1.3. Procedure

The procedure followed in arriving at this report is essentially in three steps:

1. Introduce the phonemic inventories of English on the one hand, and Mandarin and Formosan Chinese on the other hand.

2. Apply contrastive analysis to find gross phonemic differences and also allophonic and phonetic detail differences between English and Mandarin and English and Formosan, utilizing extant work as far as possible and attempting to fill gaps in information, and note the nature of the differences.

3. Point up the problems faced by the Mandarin speaker and the Formosan speaker, respectively, and suggest drills to reduce each problem in the face of the predicted interference.
Chapter II

English, Mandarin, and Formosan Consonants

Charted according to place and mode of articulation, the consonant phonemes of English, Mandarin, and Formosan, respectively, may be listed as follows:

2.1. English consonant phonemes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>bilabial</th>
<th>labiodental</th>
<th>interdental</th>
<th>alveolar</th>
<th>alveopalatal</th>
<th>palatal</th>
<th>velar</th>
<th>glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stop vl. vd.</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>b</td>
<td></td>
<td>t</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>k</td>
<td></td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fric. vl. vd.</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>θ</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affric. vl. vd.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasal</td>
<td>m</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lateral</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>retroflex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semi-vowel</td>
<td>w</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>y</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Mandarin consonant phonemes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>bilabial</th>
<th>labiodental</th>
<th>alveolar</th>
<th>alveopalatal</th>
<th>palatal</th>
<th>velar</th>
<th>glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stop vl. asp.</td>
<td>p</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>t</td>
<td>k</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vl. una.</td>
<td>h</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fric. vl. vd.</td>
<td>f</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affric. vl. vd.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasal</td>
<td>m</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td>j</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lateral</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>retroflex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>r</td>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semi-vowel</td>
<td>w</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>y</td>
<td>h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3. Formosan consonant phonemes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>bilabial</th>
<th>alveolar</th>
<th>alveo-palatal</th>
<th>palatal</th>
<th>velar</th>
<th>glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stop vl. asp.</td>
<td>ph</td>
<td>th</td>
<td></td>
<td>k</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stop unasp.</td>
<td>b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fric. vl.</td>
<td>s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affric. vl.</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>ts'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasal</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
<td></td>
<td>ŋj</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lateral</td>
<td></td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semi-vowel</td>
<td>w</td>
<td></td>
<td>y</td>
<td>h</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4. Summary

1. Both English and Mandarin have counterparts to English voiceless stops /p,t,k/, but in addition have phonemically distinct aspirate voiceless stops /ph,th,kh/ (English also has aspirate voiceless stop phones, but they are allophones of /p,t,k/ used in initial position).

2. Formosan has counterparts to English voiced stops /b,d,g/ but Mandarin does not.

3. English has fricatives /f,v,θ,ð,s,z,s∫,z∫/.  
   Mandarin has fricatives /f,s,s∫,z∫/.  
   Formosan has only one fricative /s/.

4. English has affricates /c/ and /j/.  
   Mandarin has affricates /ts, ts', dz, dz', dz∫, c∫/.
Formosan has affricates /ts, dz, c/

5. English /ts/ and /dz/ are regarded as consonant clusters.
Mandarin and Formosan /ts/ and /dz/ are unit phonemes.

6. English has nasals /m, n, ā/.
Mandarin and Formosan both have counterparts to these three English nasal phonemes.

7. Formosan has the nasal phoneme /ñ/, which lacks a counterpart in both English and Mandarin.

8. Both Mandarin and Formosan have counterparts to English /l/.

9. Mandarin has a counterpart to English /r/ but Formosan does not.

10. Both Mandarin and Formosan have counterparts for English semi-vowels /w, y, h/.

11. Not indicated by the charts is the fact that while neither Mandarin nor Formosan employs consonant clusters, English does. This factor, a source of a good deal of trouble for the Chinese learner in English, will be discussed separately in Chapter 3 below.

2.5. Allophonic differences:

Even in the apparently parallel counterpart phonemes there are phonetic and allophonic distribution differences and phonotactic differences from language to language. These differences are not brought out by tabulation of the gross phonemic differences as above, but they must be understood by the teacher if he is to help the Chinese student achieve anything like control of the English sound system. One way to organize this information for pedagogical purposes is to review the allophonic details of the target language phonemes one series at a time, and at each point refer to the corresponding point in the sound system of the mother tongue of the learner and
tabulate the differences. The result is a list of the pronunciation habits the learner would have to acquire to achieve an acceptable production and discrimination ability in the target language, and an understanding of the interference he would be expected to experience at any point. This procedure, with English as target and with reference to both Mandarin and Formosan, is presented in Chapter 3 below.
Chapter III
Contrastive Analysis of English/Mandarin
and English/Formosan

3.0. Contrastive phonemes

Each language has its own pronunciation system, which is different from all others. "In learning the sound system of a foreign language one finds sounds that are physically similar to those of the native language, that structure similarly to them, and that are similarly distributed. "Learning" of such phonemes occurs by simple transfer without difficulty. On the other hand, one also finds sounds that are not part of the sound system of the native language, that structure differently, or that are differently distributed." (Lado, 1957: 12) Such factor will be discussed in relation to the different problems the speakers of the two dialects will encounter in learning English.

3.1. Stops

English employs voiced bi-labial, alveolar, and velar stops /b, d, g/ and their voiceless counterparts /p, t, k/, any of which may occur in initial, medial, and final positions. The voiceless stops are realized as aspirate allophones in initial position, unaspirate after /s/, weakly aspirate intervocally, and vary freely from aspirate to unaspirate to unreleased in final position. Both Mandarin and Formosan have /p, t, k/, but their privilege of occurrence is limited to initial position. Further, both Mandarin and Formosan have phonemically distinct aspirate counterparts /ph, th, kh/ also occurring in initial position only. Formosan also employs /b, d, g/ in initial position only, but Mandarin has no voiced stops.

We conclude, then, that neither the Mandarin speaker nor the Formosan speaker should have difficulty in producing the aspirate allophones of /p, t, k/
in initial position in English, since he can employ his Chinese aspirate voiceless stops in these situations with quite acceptable results. He can also use his Chinese stops in English inter-vocalic situations by treating them as syllable initials. Predictable problems for Mandarin and Formosan speakers with the stop series arise in connection with the production of any stop in English after /s/, in intervocalic position, and in final position, and additionally for the Mandarin speaker in the use of English /b,d,g/ in all positions, in which cases he commonly attempts to employ his unaspirate Mandarin /p,t,k/.
3.1.2. A list of problems predicted: Stop series

Mandarin
1. realization of /p/ in final position
2. realization of /t/ in final position
3. realization of /k/ in final position
4. realization of /b/ in initial position
5. realization of /b/ in final position
6. realization of /d/ in initial position
7. realization of /d/ in final position
8. realization of /g/ in initial position
9. realization of /g/ in final position
10. confusion of /p/ and /b/ in initial position
11. confusion of /p/ and /b/ in final position
12. confusion of /t/ and /d/ in initial position
13. confusion of /t/ and /d/ in final position
14. confusion of /k/ and /g/ in initial position
15. confusion of /k/ and /g/ in final position

Formosan
1. realization of /p/ in final position
2. realization of /t/ in final position
3. realization of /k/ in final position
4. realization of /b/ in final position
5. realization of /d/ in final position
6. realization of /g/ in final position
Fries and Yao Shen (1948) suggest a drill like the following for reducing these problems:

Drill one: \([-p^h]\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
teacher: & /'ip/ & /'ep/ & /'ap/ & /'up/ \\
student: & /'ip/ & /'ep/ & /'ap/ & /'up/
\end{array}
\]

Drill two: \([-t^h]\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
teacher: & /'it/ & /'et/ & /'at/ & /'ut/ \\
student: & /'it/ & /'et/ & /'at/ & /'ut/
\end{array}
\]

Drill three: \([-k^h]\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
teacher: & /'ik/ & /'ek/ & /'ak/ & /'uk/ \\
student: & /'ik/ & /'ek/ & /'ak/ & /'uk/
\end{array}
\]

Drill four: \([b^-]\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
teacher: & /'bi/ & /'ba/ & /'be/ & /'bu/ \\
student: & /'bi/ & /'ba/ & /'be/ & /'bu/
\end{array}
\]

Drill five: \([-b]\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
teacher: & /'ib/ & /'ab/ & /'eb/ & /'ub/ \\
student: & /'ib/ & /'ab/ & /'eb/ & /'ub/
\end{array}
\]

Drill six: \([d^-]\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
teacher: & /'di/ & /'da/ & /'de/ & /'du/ \\
student: & /'di/ & /'da/ & /'de/ & /'du/
\end{array}
\]

Drill seven: \([-d]\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
teacher: & /'id/ & /'ed/ & /'ad/ & /'ud/ \\
student: & /'id/ & /'ed/ & /'ad/ & /'ud/
\end{array}
\]

Drill eight: \([g^-]\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
teacher: & /'gi/ & /'gu/ & /'ge/ & /'ga/ \\
student: & /'gi/ & /'gu/ & /'ge/ & /'ga/
\end{array}
\]
Drill nine: [\(-g\)]

teacher: /'ig/ /'eg/ /'ug/ /'ag/
student: /'ig/ /'eg/ /'ug/ /'ag/

Drill ten: Contrastive /p/ and /b/ in initial position

teacher: /'pa/ /'pi/ /'pe/ /'pu/
/’ba/ /’bi/ /’be/ /’bu/
student: /'pa/ /'pi/ /'pe/ /'pu/
/’ba/ /’bi/ /’be/ /’bu/

Drill eleven: Contrastive /p/ and /b/ in final position

teacher: /'ap/ /'ip/ /'ep/ /'up/
/’ab/ /’ib/ /’eb/ /’ub/
student: /'ap/ /'ip/ /'ep/ /'up/
/’ab/ /’ib/ /’eb/ /’ub/

Drill twelve: Contrastive /t/ and /d/ in initial position

teacher: /'ti/ /'te/ /'tu/ /'ta/
/’di/ /’de/ /’du/ /’da/
student: /'ti/ /'te/ /'tu/ /'ta/
/’di/ /’de/ /’du/ /’da/

Drill thirteen: Contrastive /t/ and /d/ in final position

teacher: /'it/ /'et/ /'at/ /'ut/
/’id/ /’ed/ /’ad/ /’ud/
student: /'it/ /'et/ /'at/ /'ut/
/’id/ /’ed/ /’ad/ /’ud/

Drill fourteen: Contrastive /k/ and /g/ in initial position

teacher: /'kl/ /'ke/ /'ka/ /'ku/
/’gl/ /’ge/ /’ga/ /’gu/
student: /'kl/ /'ke/ /'ka/ /'ku/
/’gl/ /’ge/ /’ga/ /’gu/

Drill fifteen: Contrastive /k/ and /g/ in final position

teacher: /'ak/ /'ek/ /'ik/ /'uk/
/’ag/ /’eg/ /’ig/ /’ug/
student: /'ak/ /'ek/ /'ik/ /'uk/
/’ag/ /’eg/ /’ig/ /’ug/
3.2. Fricatives

English employs voiceless labio-dental, inter-dental, alveolar, and alveo-palatal fricatives \( /f,\theta,s,s^\prime/ \), and their voiced counterparts \( /v,\partial,z,z^\prime/ \), any of which may occur in initial, medial, and final positions. Mandarin has counterparts to English \( /f,s,s^\prime/ \) and Formosan has \( /s/ \), but their privilege of occurrence is limited to initial position only. Therefore the Mandarin speaker should not have difficulty in producing the voiceless fricative phonemes \( /f,s,s^\prime/ \) in initial position in English and he can transfer the Mandarin voiced retroflex alveolar fricative \( /z/ \) to English \( /s/ \) with little difficulty; the Formosan speaker should not have trouble in producing the voiceless fricative \( /s/ \) in initial position in English, since both Mandarin and Formosan can employ their Chinese fricatives with acceptable results. They are also able to use their Chinese fricatives in English inter-vocalic situations by treating them as syllable initials.

Predictable problems for Mandarin and Formosan speakers with the fricative series arise in the production of any English fricative in inter-vocalic position, and in final position. Further, Mandarin has no counterparts to English fricatives \( /v,\theta,\partial,z,z^\prime/ \), thus the Mandarin speaker may be expected to have difficulty at first in producing \( /v,\theta,\partial,z,z^\prime/ \) in any position in English; the Formosan may have difficulty in producing \( /f,v,\theta,\partial,z,s,s^\prime,z^\prime/ \) in any position, because Formosan has no such counterparts. Experience shows that both Mandarin and Formosan commonly try to employ their Chinese \( /s/ \) for English \( /\theta/, /\partial/ \) for \( /\partial/ \) etc. Formosans typically substitute their \( /hu/ \) for English \( /f/ \). (See under "Semi-vowels" in 3.7).
3.2.2. A list of problems predicted: Fricative series

Mandarin 1. production of voiceless labio-dental fricative /t/ in final position

2. production of voiced labio-dental fricative /v/ in initial position

3. production of voiced labio-dental fricative /v/ in final position

4. production of voiceless inter-dental fricative /θ/ in initial position

5. production of voiceless inter-dental fricative /θ/ in final position

6. production of voiced inter-dental fricative /ð/ in initial position

7. production of voiced inter-dental fricative /ð/ in final position

8. production of voiceless alveolar fricative /s/ in final position

9. production of voiced alveolar fricative /z/ in final position

10. production of voiced alveo-palatal fricative /ʒ/ in inter-vocalic position

11. production of voiced alveo-palatal fricative /ʒ/ in final position

12. confusion of /v/ and /b/ in initial position

13. confusion of /v/ and /b/ in final position

14. confusion of /θ/ and /s/ in initial position
15. confusion of /θ/ and /s/ in final position
16. confusion of /ð/ and /ð/ in initial position
17. confusion of /ạ/ and /z/ in final position
18. confusion of /s/ and /z/ in final position

Formosan
1. production of voiceless labio-dental fricative /f/ in initial position
2. production of voiceless labio-dental fricative /f/ in final position
3. production of voiced labio-dental fricative /v/ in initial position
4. production of voiced labio-dental fricative /v/ in final position
5. production of voiceless interdental fricative /θ/ in initial position
6. production of voiceless inter-dental fricative /θ/ in final position
7. production of voiced inter-dental fricative /ạ/ in initial position
8. production of voiced inter-dental fricative /ạ/ in final position
9. production of voiceless alveolar fricative /s/ in final position
10. production of voiced alveolar fricative /z/ in initial position
11. production of voiced alveolar fricative /z/ in final position
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Production Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Production of voiceless alveo-palatal fricative /ʃ/ in initial position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Production of voiceless alveo-palatal fricative /s/ in final position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Production of voiced alveo-palatal fricative /z̪/ in inter-vocalic position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>Production of voiced alveo-palatal fricative /z̪/ in final position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>Confusion of /v/ and /b/ in initial position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>Confusion of /v/ and /b/ in final position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>Confusion of /θ/ and /s/ in initial position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>Confusion of /θ/ and /s/ in final position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>Confusion of /ð/ and /d/ in initial position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>Confusion of /ð/ and /z̪/ in final position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>Confusion of /s/ and /ʃ/ in initial position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>Confusion of /s/ and /ʃ/ in final position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>Confusion of /s/ and /z̪/ in final position</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fries and Yao Shen (1948) suggest this sort of drill sequence for dealing
with problems in the fricative series:

Drill sixteen: [ʃ-]
  teacher: /'ʃa/ /'ʃiʃt/ /'ʃo/ /'ʃoʃt/
  student: /'ʃa/ /'ʃiʃt/ /'ʃo/ /'ʃoʃt/

Drill seventeen: [-f]
  teacher: /'əf/ /'bɨf/ /'dəf/ /'ef/
  student: /'əf/ /'bɨf/ /'dəf/ /'ef/

Drill eighteen: [v-]
  teacher: /'və/ /'vəy/ /'vəi/ /'vaw/
  student: /'və/ /'vəy/ /'vəi/ /'vaw/

Drill nineteen: [-v]
  teacher: /'əv/ /'fəyv/ /'kəv/ /'sev/
  student: /'əv/ /'fəyv/ /'kəv/ /'sev/

Drill twenty: [θ-]
  teacher: /θə/ /'θəy/ /'θət/ /'θɨf/
  student: /θə/ /'θəy/ /'θət/ /'θɨf/

Drill twenty-one: [θ]
  teacher: /aθ/ /'fēθ/ /'kæθ/ /'bθ/
  student: /aθ/ /'fēθ/ /'kæθ/ /'bθ/

Drill twenty-two: [d-]
  teacher: /'də/ /'dət/ /'dəa/ /'dəy/
  student: /'də/ /'dət/ /'dəa/ /'dəy/

Drill twenty-three: [-d]
  teacher: /'tɪə/ /'əd/ /'tuə/ /'beə/
  student: /'tɪə/ /'əd/ /'tuə/ /'beə/
Drill twenty-four: [-s-]

teacher: /'æs/ /'días/ /'piys/ /'ays/
student: /'æs/ /'días/ /'piys/ /'ays/

Drill twenty-five: [s-]

teacher: /'sə/ /'sïy/ /'sëy/ /'sïyt/
student: /'sə/ /'sïy/ /'sëy/ /'sïyt/

Drill twenty-six: [-s-]

teacher: /'is/ /'es/ /'as/ /'us/
student: /'is/ /'es/ /'as/ /'us/

Drill twenty-seven: [z-]

teacher: /'za/ /'zu/ /'zi/ /'ze/
student: /'za/ /'zu/ /'zi/ /'ze/

Drill twenty-eight: [-z-]

teacher: /'əz/ /'bæz/ /'dowz/ /'feyz/
student: /'əz/ /'bæz/ /'dowz/ /'feyz/

Drill twenty-nine: [z-]

teacher: /'izə/ /'ezə/ /'əzə/ /'awzə/
student: /'izə/ /'ezə/ /'əzə/ /'awzə/

Drill thirty: [z-]

teacher: /'iz/ /'ez/ /'az/ /'uz/
student: /'iz/ /'ez/ /'az/ /'uz/

Drill thirty-one: Contrastive /v/ and /b/ in initial position

teacher: /'vat/ /'bih/ /'bowt/ /'bəl/
/student: /'vat/ /'bih/ /'bowt/ /'bəl/

Drill thirty-two: [v-]

teacher: /'və/ /'viy/ /'vət/ /'viy/
/student: /'və/ /'viy/ /'vət/ /'viy/

Drill thirty-three: [v-]

teacher: /'və/ /'viy/ /'vət/ /'viy/
/student: /'və/ /'viy/ /'vət/ /'viy/
Drill thirty-two: Contrastive /v/ and /b/ in final position

teacher: /'ib/ /'əb/ /'keyb/ /'əb/
        /'iv/ /'əv/ /'keyv/ /'əv/

student: /'ib/ /'əb/ /'keyb/ /'əb/
        /'iv/ /'əv/ /'keyv/ /'əv/

Drill thirty-three: Contrastive /θ/ and /s/ in initial position

teacher: /'θə/ /'θi/ /'θay/ /'θɔt/  
        /'sə/ /'si/ /'say/ /'sɔt/  

student: /'θə/ /'θi/ /'θay/ /'θɔt/  
        /'sə/ /'si/ /'say/ /'sɔt/  

Drill thirty-four: Contrastive /θ/ and /s/ in final position

teacher: /'θə/ /'uθ/ /'paθ/ /'fey/   
        /'sə/ /'us/ /'pəs/ /'feys/   

student: /'θə/ /'uθ/ /'paθ/ /'fey/   
        /'sə/ /'us/ /'pəs/ /'feys/   

Drill thirty-five: Contrastive /d/ and /d/ in initial position

teacher: /'diə/ /'dəw/ /'dey/ /'dəwz/   
        /'diə/ /'dəw/ /'dey/ /'dəwz/   

student: /'diə/ /'dəw/ /'dey/ /'dəwz/   
        /'diə/ /'dəw/ /'dey/ /'dəwz/   

Drill thirty-six: Contrastive /d/ and /z/ in final position

teacher: /'tiyd/ /'tuwə/ /'siyd/ /'sayə/   
        /'tiyz/ /'tuwz/ /'siyz/ /'sayz/   

student: /'tiyd/ /'tuwə/ /'siyd/ /'sayə/   
        /'tiyz/ /'tuwz/ /'siyz/ /'sayz/   

Drill thirty-seven: Contrastive /s/ and /z/ in final position

teacher: /ˈbæs/ /ˈfəs/ /ˈdz/ /ˈdəws/
        /ˈbæz/ /ˈfəz/ /ˈdz/ /ˈdəwz/

student: /ˈbæs/ /ˈfəs/ /ˈdz/ /ˈdəws/
        /ˈbæz/ /ˈfəz/ /ˈdz/ /ˈdəwz/
3.3. Affricates

'An affricate is a stop with a release sufficiently slow to produce a momentary fricative effect before the next sound begins. For this reason, some phoneticians treat affricates as merely stop + fricative in close conjunction. There seems to be a difference, however, principally in length. The closure, or period of silence between closing and release, is much shorter in an affricate than in the corresponding stop, and the period of friction is shorter than the corresponding fricative, though longer than the usual release of a stop. Furthermore, the syllable break can not fall between the closure and the affrication. All these tend to produce an impression that the affricate is a single sound, rather than a combination of two.'

(Francis, 1958, p. 79) English employs a voiceless alveo-palatal affricate /'c'/, and its voiced counterpart /'3'/, either of which may occur in initial, medial, and final positions.

Both Mandarin and Formosan have counterparts to English voiceless affricate /'c'/, but their privilege of occurrence is limited to initial position only, and they do not have counterparts to English voiced affricate /'3'/. Thus we conclude that neither Mandarin nor Formosan speakers should have difficulty in producing the English affricate /'c'/ in initial position, since they are able to employ their Chinese voiceless alveo-palatal affricate /'c'/ with acceptable results, and they can also use their Chinese affricate in English inter-vocalic situations by considering them as syllable initials. Predictable problems for Mandarin and Formosan speakers with the affricate series arise in production of the English affricate /'c'/ in final position, and in the use of the English affricate /'3'/ in all positions.
3.3.1. A list of problems predicted: Affricate series

Mandarin
1. production of voiceless alveo-palatal affricate /č/ in final position
2. production of voiced alveo-palatal affricate /č/ in initial position
3. production of voiced alveo-palatal affricate /č/ in final position
4. confusion of /č/ and /č/ in final position

Dormosan
1. production of voiceless alveo-palatal affricate /č/ in final position
2. production of voiced alveo-palatal affricate /č/ in initial position
3. production of voiced alveo-palatal affricate /č/ in final position
4. confusion of /č/ and /č/ in final position
Fries and Yao Shen advocate drills like the following for dealing with the affricates:

**Drill thirty-eight: [\-c\]**

**teacher:** /'iyct/ /'kαc/ /'dic/ /'səhč/

**student:** /'iyct/ /'kαc/ /'dic/ /'səhč/

**Drill thirty-nine: [\-j\]**

**teacher:** /'jiyp/ /'jab/ /'jowk/ /'jus/

**student:** /'jiyp/ /'jab/ /'jowk/ /'jus/

**Drill forty: [\-j\]**

**teacher:** /'peyj/ /'keyj/ /'pehj/ /'jej/

**student:** /'peyj/ /'keyj/ /'pehj/ /'jej/

**Drill forty-one: Contrastive /c/ and /j/ in final position**

**teacher:** /'eyc/ /'ac/ /'uc/ /'awc/

/′eyj/ /′aj/ /′uj/ /′awj/

**student:** /′eyc/ /′ac/ /′uc/ /′awc/

/′eyj/ /′aj/ /′uj/ /′awj/
3.4. Nasals

All types of English make use of three distinct nasals: the bilabial, the alveolar, and the velar. All of them are customarily voiced and may be syllabic, that is, constitute the center or nucleus of a syllable. The bilabial nasal continuant /m/ and the alveolar /n/ may occur in initial, medial, and final positions, the velar /ŋ/ may occur in medial and final positions, but never in initial position.

Both Mandarin and Formosan have counterparts to English nasal continuants /m, n, ŋ/. The Mandarin nasal /m/ is used in initial position only, /n/ may occur in initial and final positions, and /ŋ/ is used in final position only. The Formosan nasals /m, n, ŋ/ may occur in initial and final positions.

Thus we conclude that the Mandarin speaker should not have difficulty in producing /m/ in initial position, /n/ in initial and final positions, /ŋ/ in final position in English. The Formosan speaker should not have difficulty in producing /m/ and /n/ in initial and final positions, and /ŋ/ in final position in English, since both Mandarin and Formosan can employ their Chinese nasal continuants; they also can use their Chinese nasals in English intervocalic situations by treating them as syllable initials. A predictable problem for Mandarin speakers with nasal series arise in the production of the English /m/ in final position.
3.4.1. Problem predicted: Nasal series

Mandarin: production of voiced bilabial nasal continuant

/m/ in final position

Fries and Yao Shen suggest a drill like the following for reducing the problem:

Drill forty-two: [-m]

teacher: /'seym/ /'biym/ /'daym/ /'kəm/
student: /'seym/ /'biym/ /'kaym/ /'kɔm/
3.5. Lateral

'The English /l/ is typically produced with the tip of the tongue touching the alveolar ridge, the mid-part curving down-ward, and the back raised. The resulting schwa-colored /l/ causes any English vowel before /l/ to have an off-glide in the direction of mid-central.' (Engler, 1962: 83) The /l/, in English is a voiced, alveolar lateral sound which may occur in initial, medial, and final positions. The /l/ in American English has two clearly distinguishable allophones, commonly referred to as "clear" and "dark" /l/. 'The so-called "clear /l/" is regular in most American English dialects in initial position and between a voiced consonant and following vowel. Examples of its occurrence are 'link, loot, glance, etc.' (Francis, 1958: 83) 'The voiced apico-alveolar coarticulation, [l̩], is the usual variety of so-called "dark" /l/, found after vowels and as a syllabic nucleus in English. Examples of usual positions of this sound are 'full, gulf, spelling, bottle, muscle, etc.' (Francis, 1958: 83-84)

Mandarin has a counterpart to English /l/. It may be described as a voiced apico-alveolar lateral, and it has only one allophone, the "clear" [l], which may occur in initial position only. It is produced in such a rapid fashion, however, that Americans often hear it as a 'flapped d'. This may be true of Formosans also, because in this writer's experience Formosan /l,d/ seem to be merging and found with increasing frequency in free variation.

Thus we conclude that a Mandarin should have no trouble in producing the English clear [l] initially before a front vowel—simply use the Chinese one—but will have trouble with dark [l̩] in any position. A Formosan may have difficulty in producing the English /l/ in any position, and may confuse the English /l/ and /d/ in initial position.
3.5.1. A list of problems predicted: Lateral series

Mandarin: production of dark [l] in any position

Formosan: 1. production of clear [l] in pre-front vowel position
2. production of dark [ɿ] in other positions
3. confusion of /l/ and /d/ in initial position
Lado and Fries (1954) suggest a drill like the following for dealing with the lateral:

Drill forty-three: [l-]

teacher: /'liyv/ /'lak/ /'les/ /'luk/
student: /'liyv/ /'lak/ /'les/ /'luk/

Drill forty-four: [-l-]

teacher: /'telefown/ /'fuwlis/ /'kila/ /'selə/
student: /'telefown/ /'fuwlis/ /'kila/ /'selə/

Drill forty-five: [-l]

teacher: /'dəl/ /'piyl/ /'powl/ /'fel/
student: /'dəl/ /'piyl/ /'powl/ /'fel/

Drill forty-six: Contrastive /l/ and /d/ in initial position

teacher: /'lay/ /'low/ /'liyd/ /'liy/
        /'day/ /'dow/ /'diyd/ /'diy/
student: /'lay/ /'low/ /'liyd/ /'liy/
        /'day/ /'dow/ /'diyd/ /'diy/
3.6. Retroflex

The English /r/ is a voiced, alveolar retroflex which may occur in initial, medial, and final positions. ‘The [r] sound is pronounced by raising the tip of the tongue toward the top of the mouth. The tongue does not touch the top of the mouth.’ (Lado and Fries, 1958: 50) When /r/ precedes vowels in initial position, ‘the tip of the tongue is turned up sharply toward the palate and the lips are rounded. Voicing begins and the tip of the tongue lowers to produce the vowel which follows [r]; the voiced sound is continuous during the pronunciation of [r] and the vowel which follows [r].’ (Lado and Fries, 1958: 78) When /r/ follows vowels, ‘the tip of the tongue turns up toward the palate and the lips are slightly rounded. The voiced sound is continuous from the vowel sound to the [r] sound which follows it.’ (Lado and Fries, 1958: 78)

There seems to be room for further discussion of the phonemic status of /r/ for Mandarin. Such writers as Chao (1948), Shen (1949), and Wong (1953) felt that /r/ could occur not only finally, but also initially where it was given a flapped articulation. This would help account for the fact that Mandarin speakers so often confuse English /l r/, but it does not account for the lack of a flapped [ɻ] in initial position in this writer’s experience in more current Mandarin nor the occurrence of /ʂ, ʂ/. Formosan, on the other hand, clearly has no counterpart to English /r/.

Therefore we conclude that the Mandarin speaker should have no difficulty in producing the English /r/ in final position, since he can employ his Chinese retroflex with quite acceptable results. Predictable problems for Mandarin speakers arise in the production of the English /r/ in initial and intervocalic positions, and for Formosan in all positions. Furthermore,
experience shows that both Mandarin and Formosan speakers commonly try to employ their Chinese /l/ for the English /r/ in initial and inter-vocalic positions, additionally that Formosan /l/ may be realized as [l] or [d] in free variation. (cf. 3.5. above) Some Formosans would substitute their /d/ for English /r/ in initial position.

3.6.1. Note on teaching English /r,l/ to Mandarin and Formosan speakers

A very effective pedagogical device for many teachers in instilling the /r,l/ contrast emphasizes the point that in the production of /l/ the tongue touches the roof of the mouth, whereas in /r/ it does not. An articulation diagram for each articulation provides a useful visual reference to be used as needed until students have reduced the discrimination to habit.
3.6.2 A list of problems predicted: Retroflex series

**Mandarin**
1. production of the retroflex /r/ in initial position
2. production of the retroflex /r/ in inter-vocalic position
3. confusion of /r/ and /l/ in initial position

**Formosan**
1. production of the retroflex /r/ in initial position
2. production of the retroflex /r/ in inter-vocalic position
3. production of the retroflex /r/ in final position
4. confusion of /r/ and /l/ in initial position
5. confusion of /r/ and /l/ in final position
6. confusion of /r/ and /d/ in initial position
Fries and Yao Shen suggest a drill for dealing with the retroflex as follows:

Drill forty-seven: \[ r- \]

- **teacher**: /'red/ /'ray/ /'ruwt/ /'rey/
- **student**: /'red/ /'ray/ /'ruwt/ /'rey/

Drill forty-eight: \[ -r \]

- **teacher**: /'awr/ /'pir/ /'towr/ /'for/
- **student**: /'awr/ /'pir/ /'towr/ /'for/

Drill forty-nine: Contrastive /r/ and /l/ in initial position

- **teacher**: /'lay/ /'low/ /'liyp/ /'leyt/ /'liyd/
  /'ray/ /'row/ /'riyp/ /'reyt/ /'riyd/
- **student**: /'lay/ /'low/ /'liyp/ /'leyt/ /'liyd/
  /'ray/ /'row/ /'riyp/ /'reyt/ /'riyd/

Drill fifty: Contrastive /r/ and /l/ in final position

- **teacher**: /'bil/ /'pul/ /'ayl/ /'bɔl/ /'ɔl/
  /'bir/ /'pur/ /'ayr/ /'bɔr/ /'ɔr/
- **student**: /'bil/ /'pul/ /'ayl/ /'bɔl/ /'ɔl/
  /'bir/ /'pur/ /'ayr/ /'bɔr/ /'ɔr/

Drill fifty-one: Contrastive /r/ and /d/ in initial position

- **teacher**: /'ray/ /'row/ /'riyd/ /'red/
  /'day/ /'dow/ /'diyd/ /'ded/
- **student**: /'ray/ /'row/ /'riyd/ /'red/
  /'day/ /'dow/ /'diyd/ /'ded/
3.7. Semi-vowels

Semi-vowels are so called because they function as vowels some of the time and as consonants some of the time. "From an articulatory viewpoint, /w, y, h/ are similar to fricatives, but from a distribution viewpoint it is more convenient to class them separately. In pre-vocalic position in the same syllable with following vowel, they function like consonants; but in post-vocalic position in the same syllable with preceding vowel, they function as vocalic off-glides." (Engler, 1962: 10) Here we are concerned with semi-vowels only when they function as consonants.

In English, the semi-vowels /w, y, h/ function as consonants before vowels, as in 'west, yes, him, squeeze, cute'. Since both Mandarin and Formosan have counterparts to the English semi-vowels, and since they also function as consonants only before vowels, both Chinese speakers should be able to employ their Chinese semi-vowels in English consonant function with satisfactory results, except in consonant clusters /skw-, sky-, spy-, kw-, ky-, etc./, (see 3.8 below) and experience bears this out.

As noted in 3.2. above, however, Formosans typically substitute their /hu/ for English /f/. Some writers posit unit phonemes /kw, gW, hW/ for Mandarin and Formosan (Alice Chang, 1967, Jocelyn Lin, 1968.) which would account for this problem, in that the Formosan could then be said to be using the one fricative he has with labial quality to approximate the English labio-dental fricative /f/ in preference to using his only other fricative, namely /s/.

This writer would prefer to believe that Formosan /kw, gW, hW/ are in reality CV sequences of /ku, gu, hu/. On this basis, the argument would be that the Formosan is substituting his CV /hu/ for English labio-dental fricative /f/ as the place factors in this articulatory position.
3.7.1. Problem predicted: Semi-vowel series

Formosan: confusion of /hu/ and /f/ in initial position

Drill fifty-two: Contrastive /hu/ and /f/ in initial position

teacher: /'huay/  /'huey/  /'huiyt/  /'huows/
         /'fay/  /'fey/  /'fiyt/  /'fows/

student: /'huay/  /'huey/  /'huiyt/  /'huows/
         /'fay/  /'fey/  /'fiyt/  /'fows/
3.8. Consonant clusters

A group of two or more consonants joined together is called a consonant cluster. English employs consonant clusters in initial, medial, and final positions. It is impossible to establish syllable boundaries on any but an arbitrary basis for English, but in terms of monosyllabic words, canonical forms include clusters to the extent of at least CCCVCCC. (cf. Scott, 1966)

Since neither Mandarin nor Formosan phonotactics permit of more than one consonant without a syllable boundary between (and even then the first can be only /n or ŋ/), students face difficulties in producing clusters in any position. They typically attempt to separate contiguous consonants with an epenthetic vowel, thus making an extra syllable with the second consonant of the cluster the initial consonant of the second syllable. For example, English 'next' is typically rendered /nέkgasεtə/. Note in this example the additional problem of the epithetic vowel in the final position occasioned by the fact that Chinese /t/ can not occur in final position.

In this writer's experience, the best way to proceed in helping both Mandarin and Formosan speakers produce English clusters is to begin with two-consonant clusters, having the student produce the first in isolation, then a juncture, then the second as syllable initial, shortening the juncture successively until the two consonants are to an acceptable degree contiguous. e.g., /'spay/ the initial /sp/ can be elicited by telling the students to pronounce a long /sss/, which they can do well, and then to add /pay/. The process is repeated with shorter and shorter /s/ until a deliberate but satisfactory /'spay/ finally emerges.
'As in the case of initial clusters, final clusters in English are characterized by very close transition from one consonant sound to the next. This can best be practiced by starting with the shorter clusters and building up (e.g. rang, rank, rankle, rankles can form a chain); and by practicing in slow motion at first-pronouncing each sound in the cluster slowly (except for the plosives, which cannot be slowed down), but not allowing any other sounds to intrude.' (Harold B. Allen, p. 119-20)
3.8.1. A list of problems predicted: Consonant cluster series

Mandarin
1. production of any English consonant clusters in initial position
2. production of any English consonant clusters in medial position
3. production of any English consonant clusters in final position

Formosan
1. production of any English consonant clusters in initial position
2. production of any English consonant clusters in medial position
3. production of any English consonant clusters in final position
3.8.2. The following is a list of English consonant clusters which give
difficulties to both Mandarin and Formosan speakers:

a. Initial consonant clusters in two phonemes

/pl-/ please  /fl-/ fly
/pr-/ pray   /fr-/ fry
/tr-/ try    /θr-/ through
/tw-/ twice  /sl-/ slow
/kl-/ class  /sm-/ small
/kr-/ crew   /sn-/ snow
/kw-/ quick  /sp-/ speed
/bl-/ blue   /st-/ steak
/br-/ bread  /sk-/ sky
/dr-/ dry    /sr-/ shrimp
/gl-/ glide  /sw-/ sweet
/gr-/ green

b. Initial consonant clusters in three phonemes

/spl-/ splendid
/spr-/ spring
/str-/ strong
/skr-/ scream
/skw-/ square

b. Medial consonant clusters in two phonemes

/-pl-/ apply
/-pr-/ appreciate
/-bl-/ doubling
/-br-/ abroad
/-kl-/  o'clock
/-kr-/  across
/-gr-/  degree
/-fl-/  afflict
/-fr-/  afraid
/-ml-/  homely

d. Medial consonant clusters in three phonemes
/-str-/  illustrate
/-ksp-/  expire
/-mpl-/  employee
/-mbr-/  embrace
/-mpt-/  empty
/-mbr-/  embroil
/-ntr-/  control
/-mps-/  consumption
/-pkw-/  conquest
/-gr-/  congress

e. Final consonant clusters in two phonemes
/-bd/  rubbed
/-bz/  rubs
/-dz/  seeds
/-dθ/  width
/-fs/  laughs
/-ft/  soft
/-fθ/  fifth
/-gd/  begged
/-gz/  begs
/-ks/  box
/-kt/  pact
/-lb/  bulb
/-ld/  hold
/-lf/  self
/-lk/  milk
/-lm/  film
| /-ln/ | kiln         | /-ps/ | collapse   |
| /-lp/ | help         | /-pt/ | apt        |
| /-ls/ | else         | /-pθ/ | depth      |
| /-lt/ | belt         | /-sk/ | ask        |
| /-lv/ | shelf        | /-sp/ | wasp       |
| /-lz/ | bells        | /-st/ | test       |
| /-l/  | wealth       | /-vd/ | lived      |
| /-md/ | climbed      | /-zd/ | pleased    |
| /-mf/ | triumph      | /-nd/ | hanged     |
| /-mp/ | camp         | /-nk/ | drink      |
| /-mt/ | prompt       | /-nz/ | rings      |
| /-mz/ | comes        | /-ŋθ/ | strength   |
| /-mθ/ | warmth       | /-st/ | washed     |
| /-nd/ | bend         | /-zd/ | rouged     |
| /-ns/ | tense        | /-θs/ | berths     |
| /-nt/ | tent         | /-θt/ | bertheds   |
| /-nz/ | bronze       | /-dd/ | bathed     |
| /-nθ/ | month        | /-dz/ | bathes     |

f. Final consonant clusters in three phonemes

| /-bld/ | troubled    | /-fnt/ | elephant   |
| /-blz/ | troubles    | /-fnz/ | softens    |
| /-dzd/ | judged      | /-fts/ | lifts      |
| /-dθs/ | widths      | /-ftθ/ | fifth      |
| /-fld/ | shuffled    | /-gld/ | struggled  |
| /-flz/ | shuffles    | /-glα/ | struggles  |
| /-fnd/ | softened    | /-klα/ | tackled    |
tackles /-klz/
axle /-ksl/
text /-kst/
sixth /-ksθ/
acts /-kts/
bulbs /-lbz/
builds /-ldz/
wolf's /-lfs/
wolfed /-lft/
twelfth /-lfθ/
milks /-lks/
milked /-lkt/
filmed /-lmd/
films /-lmz/
kilns /-lnz/
helps /-lps/
helped /-lpt/
waltzed /-lst/
belts /-lts/
shelved /-lvd/
healths /-lθs/

triumphs /-mfs/
triumphed /-mft/
camps /-mps/
prompt /-mpt/
warmth /-mpθ/
hands /-ndz/
change /-ndz/
against /-nst/
wants /-nts/
months /-nθs/
depths /-pθs/
asks /-skθ/
asked /-skt/
asps /-sps/
gasped /-spt/
masts /-sts/
banks /-ŋks/
banked /-ŋkt/
strength /-ŋkθ/
lengths /-ŋθs/
Summary

1. English stops may occur in initial, medial, and final positions, but Mandarin and Formosan stops may occur in initial position only.
2. English fricatives may occur in initial, medial, and final positions, but Mandarin and Formosan fricatives may occur initially only.
3. English affricates may occur in initial, medial, and final positions, but Mandarin and Formosan affricates may occur initially only.
4. English nasals /m,n/ may occur in initial, medial, and final positions, /ŋ/ occurring medially and finally. Mandarin nasal /m/ may occur in initial position only, /n/ in initial, and final positions, /ŋ/ in final position only. Formosan nasals /m,n,ŋ/ may occur in initial and final positions.
5. English lateral /l/ may occur in initial, medial, and final positions, but Mandarin and Formosan laterals may occur in initial position only.
6. English retroflex /ɾ/ may occur in any position, but Mandarin /ɾ/ may occur in final position only and Formosan does not have a counterpart phoneme.
7. English semi-vowels function as consonants in initial position before vowels, as do Mandarin and Formosan semi-vowels.
8. English consonant clusters may occur in any position, but Mandarin and Formosan must have a vowel between any two consonants.
FOOTNOTES


3. The writer's own research of Formosan dialect with the Formosan Student Association at Kansas State University.
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ABSTRACT

Purpose: This report is an attempt to collect and synthesize some of the otherwise atomistically distributed information on dealing with problems in pronunciation of English consonants encountered by both Mandarin and Formosan speakers, for the convenience of junior and senior high school teachers in Taiwan. Certainly teaching English phonology is one of the most difficult jobs for the teachers of English to both Mandarin and Formosan students.

Procedure: The procedure of this report is essentially in three steps:

1. Introduce English, Mandarin, and Formosan phonemic inventories.

2. By means of contrastive analysis to find gross phonemic differences between English/Mandarin and English/Formosan, and note the nature of the differences.

3. Point out the problems faced by both Mandarin and Formosan speakers, and suggest drills to reduce each problem.

Summary of Findings: In contrastive analysis, we find that the sources of difficulty lie in points of differences in the phonemic systems and in the distributions of each sound and in the arrangements of two languages. The following are the main findings:

1. English has stops /p,t,k,b,d,g/.
   Formosan has counterparts to all of them, but Mandarin has only /p,t,k/.

2. English stops may occur in initial, medial, and final positions.
   Both Mandarin and Formosan stops may occur in initial position only.

3. English has fricatives /f/, /s/, /ʃ/, /v/, /ɹ/, /z/.
   Mandarin has /f/, /s/, /ʃ/, /z/, and Formosan has /s/ only.

4. English fricatives may occur in any position.
   Mandarin and Formosan fricatives may occur initially only.
5. English has affricates /ć/ and /şi/.
Mandarin and Formosan have /ć/ only.

6. English affricates may occur in all positions.
Mandarin and Formosan affricates may occur in initial position only.

7. English has nasals /m,n,n/.
Mandarin and Formosan have counterparts to them, and Formosan has an additional nasal /⟨n⟩/.

8. English /m,n/ may occur in any position, /ŋ/ in medial and final positions.
Mandarin /m/ may occur initially only, /n/ in initial and final positions, /ŋ/ in final position only; Formosan /m,n,⟨n⟩,ŋ/ may occur in initial and final positions.

9. English has a lateral /l/.
Mandarin and Formosan have counterparts to it.

10. English lateral may occur in any position.
In both Mandarin and Formosan laterals may occur in initial position only.

11. English has semi-vowels /w,y,h/.
Both Mandarin and Formosan have counterparts to them.

12. English semi-vowels function as consonants before vowels, as do Mandarin and Formosan semi-vowels.

13. English has consonant clusters, and may employ clusters in any position, but Mandarin and Formosan have no clusters.